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Although often important for domain wall device applications, reproducible fabrication of pinning

sites at the nano-scale remains challenging. Here, we demonstrate that the stray magnetic field

generated beneath magnetic vortex cores can be used to generate localized pinning sites for

magnetic domain walls in an underlying, perpendicularly magnetized nanostrip. Moreover, we

show that the pinning strength can be tuned by switching the vortex core polarity: switching the

core polarity so that it is aligned with the magnetization of the expanding domain (rather than

against it) can reduce the vortex-mediated wall depinning field by between 40% and 90%, depend-

ing on the system geometry. Significant reductions in the depinning field are also demonstrated in

narrow strips by shifting the core away from the strips’ centers. Published by AIP Publishing.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4982237]

Control of magnetic domain wall (DW) motion is critical

for the realization of DW devices such as logic circuits and

(multi-state) memories.1–6 Such devices are typically based

upon ferromagnetic strips through which DWs propagate. In

strips, stable positions for DWs have traditionally been

achieved by structural modifications, often via the creation of

local constrictions or protrusions7 (local modifications to

anisotropy have also been employed, e.g., Ref. 8). However,

uniform fabrication of structural pinning sites at the nano-

scale can be challenging. Another challenge is the need to

balance the positional stability afforded by strong pinning

sites (critical for data endurance) with a technological

requirement for low power domain wall motion/depinning.9

A potential solution to the latter challenge is to use pinning

sites whose strength can be dynamically modified, enabling, for

example, the pinning strength to be (momentarily) reduced

when the domain wall position has to be changed. Voltage-

induced domain wall gating is one potential route to realize

such pinning.11,12 However, reconfigurable pinning can also be

generated using stray magnetic fields from neighboring ferro-

magnetic elements.13–18 Using ferromagnetic elements in this

way also enables nonvolatile reconfigurability since the mag-

netic state of the element can be switched, modifying the stray

field profile and thus the strength of the resulting pinning site.

Previous studies of stray-field-mediated pinning have

focused primarily on the use of (quasi-)uniformly magne-

tized, bistable ferromagnetic elements.4,13,15,18 In this letter,

we use micromagnetic simulation to demonstrate the poten-

tial of magnetic vortices19–21 for DW pinning (see also Ref.

22). Like DWs,23 magnetic vortices are inherently reconfig-

urable and non-uniform magnetization configurations. They

can exist within ferromagnetic disks and consist of an

in-plane curling magnetization with an out of plane magne-

tized nano-scale core. Here, we use the highly localized stray

magnetic field which exists around the core (and which is

parallel to the core magnetization20,21,24) to pin domain walls

in an underlying strip. We show that by switching the core

magnetization (which is perpendicular to the disk plane and

can be (rapidly) switched25–29), it is possible to toggle

between strong and weak DW pinning sites. However, we

also show that the pinning strength can also be varied by

shifting the core away from the center of the strip, adding an

additional degree of tunability without requiring a reversal

of the core magnetization. Finally, we note that this approach

to pinning enables one to create a pinning site with a reliable

characteristic width and strength without the need to accu-

rately and reproducibly fabricate similar nano-scaled struc-

tural features. This is because the core size is largely

independent of the disk width (for those disks which exhibit

a single vortex state: �100 nm up to the micrometer scale).30

Vortex-mediated DW pinning was studied in a 3 nm thick

strip with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. Two vortex-

containing disks with a diameter of 192 nm and a thickness of

12 nm lie above the strip [Fig. 1(a)]. There is a vertical separa-

tion, d, between the bottom of the disks and the top of the strip

[Fig. 1(b)]. The 768 nm long strip is CoPtCr-like31 with satura-

tion magnetization MS¼ 300 kA/m, out-of-plane uniaxial

anisotropy K¼ 0.2MJ/m3, and exchange stiffness Aex¼ 10 pJ/

m. The disks are NiFe-like with MS¼ 860 kA/m, Aex¼ 13 pJ/

m, and negligible intrinsic anisotropy. The damping parameter

FIG. 1. System schematics. (a) 2 vortices above a DW-containing strip in

the zero external field (visualized using Muview210). (b) Side view sche-

matic (not to scale) showing the finite separation, d, between the lower

surface of the disks and the upper surface of the strip.a)Electronic mail: peter.metaxas@uwa.edu.au
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is 1 everywhere since we consider relaxed states only. No tem-

perature effects were included nor was inter-element exchange

coupling, meaning that the disk-layer interaction is purely

magnetostatic. The disks are symmetrically spaced either side

of the center of the strip along the strip’s long axis. The major-

ity of the presented data has been obtained with MuMax332

using 3� 3� 3 nm3 discretization cells. Good consistency

with OOMMF33 results was also found, which is mentioned

below. For both approaches, the system was initialized with a

DW-like transition at the middle of the strip and trial vortex

configurations in the disks (the vortex chiralities are anti-

clockwise unless otherwise specified). The magnetization was

then allowed to relax in the zero external field using

MuMax3’s “minimize” routine (or OOMMF’s “relax” rou-

tine). Both routines employ a conjugate gradient method to

find the ground state magnetization. From this point, the simu-

lation was progressed in a quasi-static manner. An external

magnetic field, Hext ¼ 0; 0;Hð Þ [Fig. 1(b)], was applied and

increased in steps of DH starting at the zero field. The mini-

mize/relax routine was run at each field value, starting from

the relaxed configuration obtained at the previous field. The

system’s relaxed configuration was recorded after each step.

Note that H was always positive, driving the DW toward

the right hand disk [i.e., expanding the left hand domain;

Fig. 1(b)].

We will concentrate first on pinning induced by a vortex

which has a negative core polarity, p¼ –1. Directly beneath

the p¼ –1 core, there is a significant negative out-of-plane

field, Hz
vortex [Fig. 2(a)]. This field “peak” has a width (full

width half maximum) on the order of 20 nm and results in

there being a localized region in the strip where there is a

negative Hz
vortex which is strong and opposes the positive H

that is used to drive the DW displacement. This localized

field acts as a barrier to DW motion, as can be seen in Fig.

2(b) which shows a snapshot of a DW being pinned just to

the left of the core center (w¼ 48 nm).

In Fig. 2(c), we follow the normalized z–component of

the magnetization within a 36 nm wide strip (d¼ 21 nm) as

H is increased by steps, DH, enabling us to pass from the

pinned state to the depinned state. At very low external fields

(l0H < 1 mT), the DW moves towards the disk where it is

pinned near the vortex core [as in Fig. 2(b)]. At the depin-

ning field, Hdep, the wall depins, moves past the vortex, and

annihilates at the end of the strip. Note that while the wall is

pinned at the core, the x–component of the magnetization

within the vortex increases [also shown in Fig. 2(c)]. This

increase corresponds to a shift of the core in the þy direction

[Fig. 2(b)] and is driven by the in-plane component of the

stray magnetic field (þx–oriented) which exists above the

domain wall34–37 [Fig. 2(d)]. This field acts on the vortex’s

curling magnetization [Fig. 2(e)], inducing a core shift. The

direction of this shift depends on the vortex chirality [Figs.

2(f) and 2(g)] since the chirality determines the at-

equilibrium core displacement for a given in-plane magnetic

field.38

We now look at the dependence of the depinning field

on the system geometry for the same p¼ –1 vortex configu-

ration. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we show that increasing the

strip width, w, or the disk-strip separation, d, will reduce

Hdep. The latter d-dependence occurs because as d is

increased, the strip will be further from the disk and thus

subject to a weaker Hz
vortex. Since the pinning is Hz

vortex-medi-

ated, this leads to a smaller Hdep. The w-dependence can be

understood as follows: For very narrow strips, the entire strip

width is subject to a strong, negative Hz
vortex [as can be

inferred from Fig. 2(a)], which generates a high Hdep. In con-

trast, for a wide strip, only the central portion of the strip

will be subject to the strong Hz
vortex which exists directly

below the core. As such, the average Hz
vortex acting across the

strip is lower, leading to a reduced Hdep. Indeed, Hdep can be

shown to closely match the width-averaged Hz
vortex both

when varying d [Fig. 3(c); w¼ 36 nm] and w [Fig. 3(d);

d¼ 9 nm]. Note that Hz
vortex was calculated in each case for

an isolated vortex subject to Hdep ÿ DH (i.e., at the field pre-

ceding that which generated depinning). We also note that

the above results were checked with OOMMF33 for d¼ 9

FIG. 2. (a) zÿcomponent of the stray field generated by a p¼ –1 vortex,

Hz
vortex, calculated 10.5 nm below the vortex-containing disc. The (red)

shaded region shows where Hz
vortex < 0 and thus opposes H, generating DW

pinning. (b) Bottom-up visualization of a pinned DW (w¼ 72 nm) with gray

level mapping of the out-of-plane magnetization component. The DW is at

the right hand disk, pinned at the down-magnetized (p¼ –1) vortex core (its

position is visible as a dark gray dot). (c)Mz in a w¼ 36 nm strip (d¼ 21 nm)

and Mx in the right hand disk (i.e., in the disk at which the DW becomes

pinned) as H is increased in steps. (d) An in-plane stray field (arrow) is gen-

erated above the DW. (e) Vortex state with a centered core (i.e., negligible

in-plane field). The circular arrow indicates the chirality. When the DW is

pinned at the vortex, the DW’s in-plane stray field (gray arrow) shifts the

core in the (f) þy direction for an anti-clockwise vortex or (g) the –y direc-

tion for a clockwise vortex. The black dotted line across (e)–(g) marks the

position of the unshifted core, and the small dotted arrows in (f) and (g)

show the core shift direction.

182404-2 Hurst et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 110, 182404 (2017)



and 15 nm which yielded agreement with the MuMax3-

calculated Hdep values to within 1mT. Smaller discretization

lengths were also examined using MuMax3 as a further

check where reducing the in-plane discretization from 3 nm

to 2 nm was found to result in a weak change in the

depinning fields (þ2.9%).

Switching the polarity of the core to p ¼ þ1 (achieved

by changing the polarity of the pre-relaxation trial vortex

state) switches the sign of the vortex stray field, resulting in

Hz
vortex now being negative (and thus opposing DW motion)

in the regions surrounding the core position (rather than

the region directly beneath the core) [Fig. 4(a); compare to

Fig. 2(a) which shows the stray field for p¼ –1]. As a result,

the DW now becomes pinned well before it reaches the core

[Fig. 4(b)] rather than being pinned at the core location [Fig.

2(b)]. The part of the Hz
vortex profile causing pinning for

p ¼ þ1 [Fig. 4(a)] is also much weaker than the part of the

profile directly beneath the vortex core, which generates pin-

ning for the p¼ –1 case. This results in Hdep being reduced

for p ¼ þ1. This can be seen in Fig. 4(c) where Hdep has

been plotted versus d for both core polarities (w¼ 36 nm).

Switching the core polarity (which can be achieved rapidly

for quick gate modification25,26,28,29) reduces the depinning

field by �80% over a wide range of d [Fig. 4(d)]. As can be

seen in Fig. 4(e), however, Hdep for p ¼ þ1 is almost inde-

pendent of w (tested for d¼ 9 nm). This is consistent with

the weak lateral spatial gradient in Hz
vortex in the region away

from the core [i.e., the part of the vortex-generated field dis-

tribution which generates pinning is relatively uniform in

space; Fig. 4(a)]. As a result, the %-reduction in Hdep when

FIG. 3. p¼ –1 depinning field versus (a) disk-strip separation, d, and (b) strip-

width, w, for various values of w and d. Black lines in (a) are fits of the form

aþ b

cþdð Þ3
. Lines in (b) are guides to the eye. Depinning fields for various val-

ues of (c) d (w¼ 36nm) and (d) w (d¼ 9 nm) plotted against the absolute value

of the w-averaged zÿ component of an isolated vortex’s stray magnetic field in

the region of the DW. The latter was calculated for an isolated disk in the pres-

ence of an out of plane field with magnitude H ¼ Hdep ÿ DH (i.e., the field

preceding depinning for that particular geometry).

FIG. 4. (a) zÿcomponent of the stray field generated by a p ¼ þ1 vortex,

Hz
vortex, calculated 10.5 nm below the vortex-containing disc. The (red)

shaded region shows where Hz
vortex < 0 and thus opposes H, generating DW

pinning. (b) Visualization of a pinned DW with gray level mapping of the

out-of-plane magnetization component and superposition of the core mag-

netizations (gray and white dots). The DW is at the right hand disk, pinned

well to the left of the right hand vortex core. Lower panels show compari-

sons of depinning fields for polarities opposing (p¼ –1) and aligned with

(p ¼ þ1) the external field versus (c) d (w¼ 36 nm) and (e) w (d¼ 9 nm).

Corresponding percentage reductions in the depinning fields by switching

from p ¼ þ1 to p¼ –1 are shown in (d) and (f).
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going from p¼ –1 to p ¼ þ1 is largest for small w [Fig. 1(f)]

since Hdep for p¼ –1 becomes weak at high w due to the

averaging effect discussed above [Fig. 3(d)].

We now examine the effect that shifting the core has on

domain wall depinning (p¼ –1). To induce a core shift, we

apply an in-plane magnetic field which is constant in time,

HIP. HIP is aligned along the strip’s long axis (þx), acting to

shift the core perpendicular to that axis (þy). Hdep versus HIP

is plotted for four strip widths in Fig. 5 together with a visu-

alization of the out-of-plane component of the disk’s stray

field (l0HIP ¼ 21 mT).

In terms of the HIP-dependence of Hdep, two clear

regimes are seen for the three narrowest strips. For low HIP

(below 12mT in Fig. 5), Hdep initially decreases with the

in-plane field. In this regime, shifting the core away from the

narrow strips’ centers reduces the average Hz
vortex that acts on

the strip, thereby reducing Hdep. The initial drop-off in Hdep

is the steepest for the narrower strips since the core-displace-

ment-driven change in the strip-width-averaged Hz
vortex for

small core displacements will be the highest. At higher

HIP; Hdep begins to increase with HIP. In this regime, the

core becomes pinned at the vortex core and then again at

the disk’s right edge. This second pinning event arises due to

the þx in-plane field transitioning the disk toward a þx-mag-

netized state. This induces edge magnetic charges on the 6x

sides of the disk which generate out-of-plane stray fields that

act on the strip (inset of Fig. 5). The out-of-plane compo-

nents of the edge fields are negative on the disk’s right hand

side and can thus pin the domain wall. Furthermore, the

strength of these edge fields grows with HIP as the disk

acquires a higher þx magnetization. The edge pinning mech-

anism dominates core-induced pinning at large HIP, leading

to an increasing Hdep. Note that compared to the core stray

field, these edge fields are relatively uniform in the y-direc-

tion (Fig. 5), which results in similar Hdep values for each

strip width. Finally, we note that Hdep in the 192 nm strip

exhibits a monotonically increasing trend with the in-plane

field, which is similar to that seen for the narrow strips at

high fields where depinning requires the wall to move past

the edge-charge-generated pinning. Indeed, from 6mT

onwards, in the w¼ 192 nm strip, pinning due to edge

charges dominates the core-mediated pinning, the latter

being intrinsically weak at large w [Fig. 3(b)].

In summary, this work demonstrates the potential to use

localized stray magnetic fields generated by vortex states to

reliably generate reconfigurable, nano-scale domain wall

pinning sites in an underlying perpendicularly magnetized

ferromagnetic strip. The domain wall pinning strength can

be tuned by switching the vortex core polarity or by shifting

the core across the strip (done here via in-plane magnetic

fields). This approach enables the development of controlla-

ble gates for domain wall motion and logic. These findings

also open possibilities for further investigations on harness-

ing magnetostatic interactions between skyrmions39 and

domain walls (or skyrmions and vortices). Extensions to

current-induced manipulation of magnetic textures may also

be envisaged. There will also be interesting effects to exam-

ine full dynamic simulations where one can aim to (e.g.) rap-

idly toggle the pinning strength (via a switch in the core

magnetization or a well-timed core displacement) or dynami-

cally study core displacements (or core-polarity-switching40)

driven by domain-wall-vortex interactions.
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